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 Classroom dynamics that incorporate undergraduates have existed for decades 
and have proven beneficial in increasing students’ retention and overall class grades. In 
2003, the University of Colorado, Boulder, created the Learning Assistant (LA) Program 
to utilize undergraduates beyond the professor and the students to foster higher-order 
cognitive thinking in the classroom. Many studies have investigated the benefits of LAs 
in the classroom. Some show that LAs help students conceptualize and apply material 
more so than in traditional instruction classes. In other studies, implementing the LA 
program has cut down on professor instruction time and increased peer-to-peer 
collaboration which has shown to foster more positive learning spaces. However, there 
has not been substantial research done on how the LA program affects and benefits the 
undergraduate Learning Assistants themselves. This thesis aims to investigate the 
Learning Assistant experience through LA-supported faculty, and undergraduates who 
are or were LAs to provide insight into their experience as well as provide consideration 
for ways to best implement LA programs to optimally benefit the professors, students, 
and undergraduate LAs.
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CHAPTER ONE
 
 

Overview of the Study 
 

 
Ever since the National Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE) 

published Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Education Reform in 1983, there has been 

a greater emphasis on the federal, state, and local levels to address educational 

deficiencies. The report was a landmark event in American education because it not only 

highlighted the American public education system’s deficiencies but also asserted that it 

was significantly failing (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). 

America now had an ever-increased focus on improving the population’s scientific 

literacy along with public and higher education systems. Since then, policymakers, 

educators and the like have sought ways to bridge these gaps through reform and 

program developments. In doing so, science education has and still is fundamentally 

evolving.   

 
 
 

Evolution of Classroom Science Education 
 
 

While state and local levels attempted to address the scientific literacy problem, 

President Clinton worked with other government officials at the federal level. Their work 

culminated in the Goals 2000: Educate America Act of 1994. Its mission to improve the 

quality of learning and teaching in classrooms as well as increase college graduates’ 

ability to critically think and solve problems echoed the Nations at Risk report (US 

Department of Education, 1994). These were steps in the right direction as the emphasis 

on evaluating and improving education continued to grow on all levels.   
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Many of these initiatives focused on curricula reform, most notably Project 2061 

(AAAS, 1994; Koppal & Caldwell, 2004; Roseman, 1997). Alternatively, the National 

Science Foundation (NSF) poured funding to investigate how people learn instead of 

focusing on curricula changes. Cognitive science consequently emerged as an important 

field in contemporary discussions surrounding education reform (National Research 

Council, 1999a, 1999b; R. Yager, 2000). These goals informed by cognitive science 

shifted the focus towards how teachers were teaching and how students should be 

learning. Education reform was now focused on getting students to actively learn in 

hopes of bettering their academic outcomes. After four years of research and 

investigation, the NSF came out with a unified report covering places of improvement 

based on these findings. The National Science Foundation Standards of 1996 

appropriately summarized and delineated this marked shift in science education. Unlike 

previous reports, this one had a greater focus on teacher and student reform compared 

to redesigning science content (AAAS, 1991, 1994; Hurd, 1991; Vosniadou & Ioannides, 

1998; R. Yager, 2000). Some notable points mentioned geared towards teacher reform 

included:   

• A greater emphasis on active and extended scientific inquiry instead of 
focusing on lecture, text, and demonstration to teach material,  

• Creating more opportunities for students to discuss the material rather than 
only recite material,  

• Implementing continuous student understanding assessments to offset 
singular testing at the end of unit, and   

• Fostering a more collaborative learning environment where students are also 
responsible for learning. (National Committee on Science Education 
Standards and Assessment et al., 1996; R. Yager, 2000).   

 
With these considerations, the academic community pushed for laboratories to 

be better integrated into science curricula. Lab settings provide hands-on opportunities 

for students to actively engage the material and critically think about the scientific topics 

as they relate outside of the textbook (McGuiness et al., 2002; NGSS Lead States, 2013). 
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This sentiment is present throughout Nations at Risk, Goals 2000, and the National 

Science Teachers Association (NSTA). Case in point, NSTA affirmed that 

“developmentally appropriate laboratory investigations are essential for students of all 

ages and ability levels…. for science to be taught properly and effectively, labs must be an 

integral part of the science curriculum”, (NSTA, 2007). Traditional robotic learning is 

being replaced so that students cannot merely attend instructional time and leave 

without thinking deeper about how the material connects elsewhere (McGuiness et al., 

2002; Sunal et al., 2008). Inquiry-based learning (IBL) explains and applies the 

intentions of laboratories. The National Research Council’s position on IBL highlights 

such emphasis: “An inquiry strategy involves students in constructing their own meaning 

for science ideas they encounter, taking control of their own learning to get to the goal of 

a lesson through guidance from their teacher.” (Ernst et al., 2017; National Research 

Council, 1999a; Sundberg et al., 2005).  

More broadly speaking, the constructivist approach underscored IBL and the 

push for laboratories in science curricula. Constructivism creates a student-centered 

approach to education where the students must place meaning and connections with the 

material and the teacher facilitates this engagement and development (Cooperstein & 

Kocevar-Weidinger, 2004; Ramsey, 1993; R. Yager, 1996, 2000). Many of the goals 

mentioned previously such as increasing student responsibility in learning and 

implementing more critically thinking into curricula stem from this approach as well. 

Inquiry-based learning is constructivism in action. Other researchers have applied 

constructivism in different ways. For example, the science/technology/social --or STS 

approach-- pushes for integration of social issues into science curricula through the use 

of technology; this integration being determined by students and guided by teachers. The 

STS approach has been adopted in various ways throughout education reform efforts 
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(Cooperstein & Kocevar-Weidinger, 2004; Hurd, 1991; Mansour, 2009; R. E. Yager & 

Tamir, 1993).   

Contemporary science education has evolved from the traditional structure where 

teachers taught straight from the book and students’ only role was to listen. The science 

literacy agenda now focused on getting the students to participate in the learning process 

through initiatives such as mandatory laboratory sessions with inquiry-based learning. 

Active learning is the crux of these approaches for education reform efforts. As such, 

active learning is not only remedying the issue of science literacy but also addressing the 

government's original quantitative goals of improving academic performance and 

retention rates of K-12 to undergraduate students.   

 
 
 

High Order Cognitive Skills and Bloom’s Taxonomy  
 
 

The constructivist approach was a shift to a more student-focused learning 

environment. Within constructivism, teachers employed various ways for students to be 

active participants in the classroom i.e. active learning activities. For example, (IBL) and 

(STS) are two popular forms of employing active learning. While federal academic 

reform has placed a greater emphasis on active learning, the underlying development of 

higher order cognitive skills is of specific importance.  

The National Commission on Excellence in Education’s (NCEE) Nations at Risk 

report noted that many 17-year-olds lacked “higher order” intellectual skills that they 

were expected to have, many could not draw inferences nor complete multi-step math 

problems (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). Even further, 

national reports have called for undergraduate’s science classes to emphasize 

conceptualization and analyses over computation and recollection (AAAS, 1991, 2009; 

National Research Council et al., 2003). With this call to action, researchers have worked 
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to better understand, assess, and implement higher order cognitive skills in the 

classroom.   

Bloom’s taxonomy is one of the most popular and widely used tools to classify 

and define cognitive skills (Flinders & Uhrmacher, 2012). It explains the intended ways 

students are meant to think, act, or behave in response to whichever way the teacher 

decided to structure their class (Bloom, 1956). Organized from least to most complex, 

each hierarchical level builds on the levels below it and proficiency in each level is 

expected to be able to advance. In the original Handbook 1: Cognitive Domain, in 

sequential order, the cognitive abilities were listed as the following: Knowledge, 

Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation (Bloom, 1956). 

Although Bloom did not personally delineate lower and higher order cognitive skills, 

these categories arose. The top three – Analysis, Synthesis, and evaluation—are 

considered higher order cognitive skills (HOCS) and the lower three lower order 

cognitive skills –Knowledge, Comprehension, and Application.  

A half century later, a revised Bloom’s taxonomy was released (Table 1). This newer 

version was better informed by cognitive science and addressed the criticism the first one 

received. There were three important changes:  

1. Each level got different names to explain the learning objective more accurately 

and less ambiguously at each stage: remember, understand, apply, analyze, 

evaluate, and create.   

2. The revised tool specified the four types of knowledge that might be addressed by 

a learning activity: factual, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive.  

3. And, finally, the two uppermost levels got switched; synthesis/Create was now 

the highest level (Adams, 2015; Anderson et al., 2001)  
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Table 1. Original and Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy 
 

 

 

 

Although primarily developed for science classes, Bloom’s taxonomy has been 

adapted for different subjects such as music (Hanna, 2007), computer science 

(Thompson et al., 2008), business ethics (Reeves, 1990), and writing (Granello, 2001). 

Even further, there has been work done to better apply Bloom’s taxonomy into class 

assessments. The Blooming Biology Tool and other guides help educators synthesize 

HOCS questions to achieve Bloom’s learning objectives (Bissell & Lemons, 2006; Crowe 

et al., 2008; Lemons & Lemons, 2013). Classrooms continued to change as researchers 

discovered HOCS could not adequately be developed in traditional classrooms (Jensen et 

al., 2014; Knight & Wood, 2005; Miri et al., 2007; Palmer & Devitt, 2007; Zoller, 1993). 

Teaching straight from the textbook was not compatible with getting students to think 

deeply and critically about what they were learning.   
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Introduction to the Learning Assistant Model 
 
  

This discussion now shifts to highlight a burgeoning educational reform effort that 

connects the previous examination of science education’s evolution to the main purpose 

of this research study. Numerous call-to-actions and subsequent efforts to adequately 

address the issues facing K-16 education today such as low science literacy, low retention 

rates, and stagnation in classroom instruction were discussed (Cleveland et al., 2017; 

Cooperstein & Kocevar-Weidinger, 2004; Crowe et al., 2008; Institute of Medicine et al., 

2009; R. Yager, 1996). The Learning Assistant Model is a relatively nascent educational 

reform initiative that is proving successful in all three areas.   

Developed in 2003 at the University of Colorado Boulder, the Learning Assistant 

Model transforms the classroom, content being taught, and ideally the department with 

the utilization of Learning Assistants. The LA model has four main objectives (Learning 

Assistant Alliance, n.d.). Because the goals inform the structure, we will look at the four 

main objectives of the LA program and then interweave how those objectives are seen in 

the LA model.  

 
 

1. Discipline-based education research  

Discipline-based education research has been discussed at length 

throughout this chapter regarding active learning and cognitive skills research. 

Nonetheless, the LA model introduces another focal point for education research 

as it necessitates classroom and teacher practice reform for successful LA model 

implementation. Learning assistant related research can range from analyzing 

the efficacy of active learning practices being utilized (Knight & Wood, 2005) to 

investigate the cognitive implications for students in active-learning classrooms 

(Cleveland et al., 2017) to the LA model’s effects on academic racial inequities 
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(Theobald et al., 2020; Van Dusen & Nissen, 2018). Additionally, there can be 

continued research on the general utilization of the LA model in different 

academic institutions (Batz et al., 2015; Robertson et al., 2014).   

 
 

 
2. Teacher recruitment and preparation  

Effective teacher recruitment and preparedness is a unique feature the LA 

model has that similar academic support personnel, e.g. supplemental instructors 

or graduate student teaching assistants, lack. CU Boulder created the LA model, 

in part, to address the shortage of STEM teachers stated in national reports 

(Aragon, 2016; Granovskiy, 2018; National Commission on Excellence in 

Education, 1983; US Department of Education, 1994). Undergraduates who opt 

to be Learning Assistants participate in a pedagogy class where they learn about 

education theory, teaching best practices, and education-related metacognition. 

This course not only gets Learning Assistants to think about the backend of 

teaching such as curriculum and assessment design but also provides 

opportunities for the students to develop their teaching abilities.   

Additionally, the LA program is advertised as an experiential learning 

experience for the upperclassmen. Through exposure to teaching as profession, 

many LAs  gain a positive association with teachership as they build faculty 

mentorship relationships and assist curriculum development during weekly 

planning sessions (E. Close et al., 2012, 2016; Otero et al., 2010; Rassouli & Ríos, 

2020). The increased interactions with peers, faculty, and students support 

Learning Assistants’ identity of being both knowledgeable in their respective 

subject and capable of assuming a teacher role (Nadelson & Finnegan, 2014; 

Schick, 2018). Learning assistants also learn transferable skills that prepare them 
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to be good professionals such as improved public speaking, better 

communication with people, teamwork skills, and handling complex social 

situations (Cao et al., 2018) In these ways, upperclassmen are more likely to see 

themselves as teachers and view teaching as a possible career option. LA 

supported universities have increased teaching certificate enrollment and 

teaching related postgraduate plans (Etkina, 2010; Lee & Nason, 2013; Otero et 

al., 2010; Thorne, 2010).  

 
 

 
3. Curriculum & course transformation  

LA-supported classes must change the classroom structure. Metacognitions is a 

key component in active learning and the LA model that developed through cognitive 

science research. As mentioned previously, higher-order cognitive skills and 

assessments can not be successful in traditional lecture-only classes (Jensen et al., 

2014; Miri et al., 2007). Not only does class time have to incorporate active learning 

activities and other undergraduates to help lead those sessions, teachers must also 

design assessments to be more formative and frequent (Top et al., 2018). These three 

modifications transform the classroom to increase conceptualization of content, 

strengthen a sense of community and confidence for the students, and encourage 

teachers to permanently rethink their curriculum design.   

Active learning has been shown to improve students' grades, and more 

importantly increase their conceptualization of material (Freeman et al., 2014; 

National Science Foundation, 2014). When students are forced to synthesize real-

world solutions or engage in dialogue to defend their position, the students transcend 

comprehension and begin utilizing higher order cognitive skills.  LA supported 

classes have also been shown to decrease the number of Ds and Fs in classrooms 
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(Alzen et al., 2018; Batz et al., 2015). Additionally, students in Learning Assistant 

supported classrooms note a stronger sense of community within their universities 

through the inclusion of peers in the active learning process (Dori & Belcher, 2005; 

Kurz et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2019). In most instances, the undergraduate Learning 

Assistants are leading these active learning opportunities which develop a sense of 

trust during the learning process for students. Similarly, there is increased retention 

rates and STEM degree completions in departments that utilize Learning Assistants 

and the LA model (Alzen et al., 2018; Talbot et al., 2015).   

 
 
 

4. Institutional change   

Financial and logistical support is the most obvious institutional change that 

occurs. Different universities support an LA program in different ways: some LAs get 

monetary compensation for the classes that they support, some receive course credit, 

and some receive both. When monetary compensation is provided, the funding is 

sometimes provided by federal grants or by institutional funding (Sellami et al., 

2017). The  universities and related faculty must adapt their budgets to incorporate 

the LA program. Although this may be an issue up front, the institutions will save 

money long term due to decreased attrition rates and increased numbers of freshmen 

who graduate after four years (Campbell et al., 2019). Additionally, professors 

experience decreased labor and work associated with building their curriculum in the 

long-run. This is possible due to the added support of Learning Assistants and a 

diversified curriculum where time is spread between professors lecturing and the LAs 

helping students with active learning exercises. Finally, integration of the LA model 

requires support from the department and fellow faculty members. The changes 

made must go beyond the singular course as multiple teachers often teach the same 
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subject.  Finally, the LA model created a deeper sense of community and belonging 

within students and between students and faculty. As previously mentioned, the 

institution’s faculty, staff, and students have increased retention rates, decreased 

failure rates, decreased disparities between ethnic minority and majority groups, and 

improved self-efficacy (Dori & Belcher, 2005; Kurz et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2019).  

  
 
 

Introduction and Importance of this Study  
 
 

The LA model has been around for approximately three decades, and it continues 

to be adapted and applied to different institutions with different needs. For example, at 

Baylor University, the LA program began in 2017 with the purpose to transform and 

advance biology education and how it is taught. Since then, the program has continued 

to grow and incorporate different ways to utilize undergraduate Learning Assistants in 

both laboratories and lecture courses. This thesis aims to investigate the experiences of 

undergraduates who took on the role of Learning Assistant and the professors who have 

utilized Learning Assistants to support active learning. I hope to provide insight into the 

undergraduate LA experience which is not geared for teacher recruitment. Additionally, 

this study will provide recommendations for ways to implement and structure LA 

programs that take into consideration undergraduate LAs and their relationship to LA-

supported faculty, students in class, and the overall LA Program. Through the evaluation 

of Learning Assistants and faculty perceptions and perspectives, the Learning Assistant 

model can be modified in university settings to maximize the longitudinal benefits 

beyond the classroom students. This study is of specific importance for the 

following  reasons:  
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• The research on the LA model in STEM courses beyond physics and 

mathematics is limited. While biology, physics, mathematics and the like fall 

under the STEM umbrella, they each have unique components that affect how 

active learning may be implemented in each given discipline. This study can 

help build information on how active learning is achieved in not only biology 

courses, but also biology laboratory sessions and course-based undergraduate 

research experiences.   

• Most LA related research investigates the students in the LA supported 

classes or the professors. Research that focuses on the undergraduates’ 

Learning Assistant experience mainly highlights how the LA program relates 

to teacher identity/recruitment or self-efficacy. This study aims to pivot the 

discussion and focus on the alignment of expectation vs reality for Learning 

Assistants in an LA program not geared for teacher recruitment. Hopefully, 

doing so will reveal other factors that play into undergraduates pursuing 

Learning Assistant positions and continual enrollment in the program. 

Additionally, provide perspective for other institutions without a teacher 

recruitment focus LA program.   

• Because the majority of LA programs are at public Universities, the Baylor 

University LA program provides a unique perspective (Learning Assistant 

Alliance, n.d.). Baylor University is both a private institution and has a mid-

sized student population. Regardless, it still faces similar issues that larger 

institutions grapple with such as large class classes as well as issues smaller 

institutions may deal with such as financial constraints. Therefore, this 

study’s findings may provide insight for schools facing similar obstacles or 

with similar institutional structures.   
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Research Questions and Null Hypothesis  
 
 

Q1: What are the experiences of Learning Assistants and how does that experience shape 

their time in the classroom and professional development?    

H01= The way Baylor University structures its LA program and pedagogy course 

will affect how Learning Assistants feel they are developing professionally and as 

academic support personnel.  

 
 

Q2: How can LAs be effectively and optimally implemented in the classroom to more 

benefit professors and undergraduate Learning Assistants without hindering student 

retention of information?   

H02= Modifying the expectations laid out for upperclassmen and faculty who join 

the Learning Assistant program will ensure those participants reap benefits from the LA 

model in conjunction with the students.   

 
This chapter has outlined the evolution of classroom science education that has 

led to this present study. Additionally, it has outlined an overview and general 

significance of this research endeavor. The following chapter will focus on providing a 

literature review surrounding academic support personnel such as LAs, information 

about the LA model since its inception, highlighting institutional examples of the LA 

model in action, and will finish with a discussion surrounding the current research being 

done on Learning Assistants and present gaps in this specific research field. Chapter 

three will lay out the purpose and methodology related to the creation and data 

collection of the surveys used for this study. The subsequent chapter will showcase an 

overview of the results gathered. Finally, chapter five will conclude this project with a 

discussion on key findings as it relates to the results and previous research, limitations, 

and future directions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Literature Review 
 

 
           This study evaluates the evolution of academic support personnel with a focus on 

the Learning Assistant (LA) model to best implement and utilize it at Baylor University 

and other higher education academic institutions. The first section of the literature 

review focuses on the evolution of academic support personnel from graduate Teaching 

Assistants (gTA) to Supplemental Instructors (SI) to Learning Assistants. There can be a 

better understanding of where Learning Assistants fit into the broader classroom 

teaching dynamic by dissecting these models. Additionally, by considering the other 

personnel who may also interact with undergraduate students, Learning Assistants can 

be implemented to maximally fulfill their respective niche. The following section looks at 

the implementation and general experiences of undergraduate institutions that have 

utilized the LA model. While there are over 50 schools that utilize the LA model, the 

discussion highlights the University of Colorado at Boulder because the program 

originated there, Baylor University as that is the setting of this study and other 

institutions that have unique components to the LA model (Learning Assistant Alliance, 

n.d.).  The final section addresses the gaps and limitations in current LA research. This 

approach will elucidate the gaps in research solely focused on the undergraduate 

Learning Assistant experience and provide a framework for this specific study. 
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Evolution and Summary of Academic Support Personnel 
 
 
 

Teaching Assistants  

 

Teaching Assistants have been around the longest out of the three primary 

academic student support models being looked at. Often referred to as de facto 

instructors, Teaching Assistants are most commonly graduate students who teach the 

lecture or laboratory portion of a class. Undergraduate students are solely taught by 

these gTAs as professors are absent in such situations. Graduate students pursue TA 

roles primarily for external reasons such as salary and convenience; some institutions 

even require teaching assistantships to cover their graduate school expenses (Alhija & 

Fresko, 2020). However, they reap indirect benefits such as increased readiness for 

faculty teaching positions and higher self-efficacy (Doe, 2015; Kranzow & Hyland, 2016). 

The experiences, benefits, and perceptions of graduate Teaching Assistants in the 

classroom have been investigated for numerous decades (Alhija & Fresko, 2020; 

Marincovich et al., 1998; Muzaka, 2009; Park, 2002; Shannon et al., 1998). Graduate 

students successfully provide more personalized teaching for students compared to 

professors. Muzaka (2009) investigated students’ perception of graduate students. The 

undergraduates described graduate TAs as understanding, flexible, informal, 

enthusiastic, approachable, and less intimidating. However, undergraduates rarely 

indicated that graduate TAs were as knowledgeable, confident, or reliable in conveying 

information as professors were. While graduate TAs were implemented to address high 

student:professor ratios, increased time with graduate TAs were interpreted as less time 

with the perceived experts on the material for the undergraduates (Rowley, 1993). 

Furthermore, graduate students did not perceive themselves as teachers but rather 

connections between students and professors despite their autonomy and position 

(Zotos et al., 2020). There is often tension between committing time to teaching courses 
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and conducting the necessary research for their graduate schooling (Ethington & Pisani, 

1993; White & Nonnamaker, 2011). While graduate TAs are a step in the right direction 

to bridge classroom deficiencies, there are limitations because gTAs are first and 

foremost graduate students. 

In response, universities incorporated undergraduate Teaching Assistants 

(uTAs). While these students do not take on as much autonomy within the classroom as 

traditional graduate TAs do, these undergraduates do assist and support students as they 

complete course projects and develop ideas surrounding the class material. Both forms 

of Teaching Assistants improve students’ outcomes and grades (Chapin et al., 2014; 

Philipp et al., 2016). However, undergraduate TAs developed personal relationships 

quicker and often served as role models because the students were closer in age to those 

they were teaching (Luckie et al., 2019; Reges, 2003). The result: more productive and 

comfortable learning environments. Moving forward, another academic support system 

that focused specifically on difficult course subjects and utilized after hours was 

developed. 

Supplemental Instructors 

 

 SIs were created in 1973 at the University of Missouri- Kansas City to improve 

student retention and specifically improve class performance in courses that were 

notoriously difficult. The Supplemental Instructors’ work is done entirely outside of the 

classroom during voluntary, regularly-scheduled session times. Their session times differ 

from Teaching Assistants’ recitation sessions as SI leaders not only review the material 

taught in class but also incorporate better ways to learn the given material (University of 

Missouri-Kansas City, 2020). They often emphasize students taking responsibility for the 

material and learning it through repetition and testing oneself. During this second pass 

of the material, the SI Leader is supposed to also provide new frameworks for students to 
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approach the difficult topics that incorporate cognitive development theories (Hurley et 

al., 2006). While this is a structural goal, A. Ribera et al.( 2012) found that supplemental 

instruction sessions often focused more on examination preparation and material review 

(p. 12).  

    Benefits of supplemental instruction can be seen for the students, university, and 

SI Leaders. For the students taking the course, numerous studies have shown that 

attending SI sessions improves test scores, retention, and graduation (Blanc et al., 1983; 

Malm et al., 2018; Stone & Jacobs, 2008). Additionally, students who attend 

Supplemental Instruction sessions are less likely to earn grades of D, F, or Withdrawal, 

earn significantly higher mean final grades and grade point averages than their non-SI 

classmates and demonstrate increased persistence towards graduation (Hurley & 

Gilbert, 2008; Price & Rust, 1995; Skoglund et al., 2018). SI sessions have shown to 

specifically benefit underprepared and underrepresented students in both performance 

and retention beyond the general benefits (Ramirez, 1997). Even further, SI experiences 

shape the students’ attitudes surrounding the material. A. Ribera et al. (2012) found that 

students who had attended SI sessions had higher levels of engagements, reported self-

gain, and more positive perception of the institution’s support for students (p.10). 

Additionally, those who regularly attended SI sessions reported greater self-esteem, self-

efficacy and more frequently had an internal locus of control (Hurley & Gilbert, 2008).   

The universities that utilize SIs primarily benefited from the program through 

reduced attrition rates and increased persistence towards graduation. Furthermore, SI 

programs are less expensive than traditional tutoring programs (University of Missouri-

Kansas City, 2020). Multiple studies found that the SI leaders benefitted from leading 

sessions in numerous ways: increased self-confidence, stronger grasp of the course 

material, more personal relationships with faculty and other students, and improved 

communication skills (Hurley & Gilbert, 2008; Stout & McDaniel, 2006; Wallace, 1992). 
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SIs also benefit long-term with reports of changes in their perception of self in social 

environments and ability to fulfill their internal passion for civic engagement (Lozada, 

2017; Lozada & Johnson, 2019). Educators continued to develop programs that engaged 

students through peer academic support personnel. Given the benefits of both TAs and 

SIs, the education community shifted focus away from solely increasing student-

educator engagement and academic metrics to investigate ways to transform and 

improve the broader classroom learning experience.  

 

Learning Assistants  

 
Learning Assistants have only been around for nearing two decades but have 

made significant strides in reshaping the undergraduate learning experience. Developed 

in 2003 at the University of Colorado at Boulder, the LA program “is a model of social 

and structural organization that induces and supports the adoption of existing (or 

creation of new) research-based instructional strategies that require increased teacher-

student ratio.” (Close et al., 2018). Through its implementation, the LA model is an opt-

in program that leads to value and practice changes throughout the classroom (Alzen et 

al., 2018). While Supplemental Instructors aim to encourage higher-order cognitive 

thinking in participatory after-hour class sessions, Learning Assistants are stationed in 

the classroom during class time. They do not teach the primary material like graduate 

TAs as professors are still present in the room. Rather, Learning Assistants facilitate 

activities and discussions geared towards higher-order cognitive skills that require a 

deeper conceptual understanding of the material. This approach differs from traditional 

classroom objectives that focus on lower-order cognitive thinking skills that rely on 

memorization or recollection. 

The implementation of the LA model possesses many of the same benefits other 

academic peer support models have such as decreased failure, improved overall grades, 
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and increased learning of material in introductory courses (Alzen et al., 2018; R. Talbot 

et al., 2016; R. M. Talbot et al., 2015; Wendell et al., 2019).  When looking at the 

students, those in active learning classrooms are not only grasping the material on a 

deeper level but are more able to apply and connect it to real-world situations (Cleveland 

et al., 2017; Schunk & Mullen, 2012). Students in active-learning environments with 

Learning Assistants have higher instances of motivation and are more comfortable 

asking questions in the small group settings (Boeding & Vattano, 1976; Bonney, 2015; 

Shaw et al., 2019). For the undergraduates who are Learning Assistants, there is 

increased interest in teaching as a career. Albeit that some institutions did not 

implement the LA model to address professor deficits, the institutions that did found an 

increased number of students who participated as Learning Assistants changing to 

STEM majors, enrolling in teaching certificate programs, and/or then being hired as 

STEM teaching faculty in universities (Chini et al., 2016; Lee & Nason, 2013; Otero et al., 

2010; Thorne, 2010). Such gains were not seen within Supplemental Instruction model 

implementation. 

The unique benefits of LA programs can also be found when looking at the 

perception and mindset of faculty. Course redesign typically accompanies LA model 

implementation. Faculty transition away from the traditional lecture style class and 

structure classroom time to active learning spaces where there are more collaboration 

and peer-to-peer discussions. LA-supported classrooms have incorporated 

supplementary tools such as clickers, Google docs, Survey Monkey, computer 

simulations, and the like to increase student engagement (George et al., 2013; Martyn, 

2007; Nirmalakhandan et al., 2007; Oigara & Keengwe, 2013). Hybrid or flipped 

lectures, where the students do the bulk of initial learning outside of the classroom and 

come to class with questions and activities, are popular in LA supported courses (Meyers 

& Jones, 1993; Pavlacic et al., 2018; Welder, 2019). Even further, faculty changed their 
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perspective on the responsibilities associated with teaching and learning by having 

Learning Assistants and using the LA model (McHenry et al., 2009). Specifically, many 

professors familiarized themselves with course design development, reiterative 

assessment tools, and curriculum objectives (Goertzen et al., 2011; Gray et al., 2016). The 

LA-professor relationship garners added benefits. The undergraduate Learning 

Assistants function as co-creators, consultants, co-instructors, and fellow students 

simultaneously. As such, Learning Assistants show professors a new angle to view their 

teaching practices (Cook-Sather & Motz-Storey, 2016). The LA-professor partnership 

also creates a formative feedback loop between the professor, student, and LA wherein 

the LAs offer suggestions, reports, and assessments on course and instructional 

materials. With LAs positioned as peers to the students, the Learning Assistants also 

provide information about the student’s perceptions, behaviors, and understanding more 

so than the professor could on their own (Jardine, 2019, 2020; Sabella et al., 2016). In 

general, the LA model creates space for a more collaborative classroom and 

departmental environment (Top, 2019). 

Undergraduate students interested in being Learning Assistants must enroll in a 

one semester pedagogy course the first semester of being an LA. This is different from 

both SIs and TAs as this is a semester long curriculum aimed to prepare students on 

active learning, cognitive skills theories, and proper ways to support student’s 

engagement with the material. Because LAs are not there to work one-on-one with 

students or troubleshoot singular questions, Learning Assistants can work in large and 

small groups to tackle difficult concepts and challenge students to think and learn 

differently in college overall and not just in specific courses (Alzen et al., 2018). 

 While TAs, SIs, and LAs, all function to service the students and institutions, 

they all do so in different ways. Table 2 summarizes their similarities and differences. 

Therefore, we can see that Learning Assistants serve a nuanced function within the 
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classroom as peer academic support personnel who do more than review material but 

reshape how students and faculty think about the curriculum. 

 
 

Table 2. Comparing and Contrasting Academic Support Personnel 

 

 
 

 

 

Learning Assistant Model Exemplars 
 

 
           Dissecting the various ways Learning Assistants have already been implemented 

is crucial in progressing forward with considerations and recommendations after 

understanding Learning Assistants’ niche within the teaching environment for college 

students. To date, the LA program has been implemented in over 200 programs 

worldwide (Learning Assistant Alliance, n.d.). This section will begin by looking at CU 

Boulder, the inaugural institution for the LA model and exemplar for LA model 

implementation. Next, the discussion will center on evaluating the benefits and 

perceptions of the LA model in other institutions. This will highlight the variability and 

applicability of the LA model and provide insight into components Baylor and other 

institutions can adopt to improve future implementations. Focusing on Baylor’s 

University’s Learning Assistant Program will close out this section. This section is 
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essential not only because this project’s sample population are Baylor students but also 

because future modifications will likely be informed by this study’s findings.  

           The University of Colorado at Boulder. The University of Colorado Boulder 

founded the LA program in 2003 with four main goals: 1) improve the education of all 

science and mathematics students through transformed undergraduate education and 

improved K-12 teacher education; 2) recruit more future science and math teachers; 3) 

engage science faculty more in the preparation of future teachers and discipline-based 

educational research; and 4) transform science departmental cultures to value research-

based teaching as a legitimate activity for professors and our students (Learning 

Assistant Alliance, n.d.). CU Boulder has accomplished its goal with a now robust LA 

program that spans dozens of courses and affects hundreds of students. This program 

originated in physics courses but is now used in multiple science and math courses such 

as introductory biology, calculus 1 and 2.  Undergraduates apply and a select few are 

picked to become Learning Assistants for a given class. 

           As Learning Assistants, the undergraduates work with both the professor and 

graduate Teaching Assistants to implement research-based approaches and incorporate 

active learning activities into class time. During their first semester, new LAs spend time 

each week doing three activities: attending the pedagogy course on science education 

theory, meeting with their respective professors and graduate TAs to plan lessons, and 

leading allotted active learning initiatives during class for students. The pedagogy course 

incorporates School of Education seminars on Mathematics and Science Education. 

Some CU Boulder departments have gone so far as to use Learning Assistants outside of 

the class to continue content engagement during ‘recitation’ sessions. Additionally, 

Learning Assistants are compensated monetarily for their work with a monthly stipend; 

the payment of Learning Assistants, the pedagogy course, and other periphery fees are 

85% covered by the administration and private donors as of 2010 (Otero et al., 2010). 
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The University of Colorado Denver implemented the LA model in 2012 and has 

been utilizing LAs in a more accessory role. During class, they assist in discussions and 

answering questions when the professor proffers clicker questions or breakout sessions 

for problem-solving. Additionally, Learning Assistants hold office hours outside of class, 

answer emails, and moderate discussion board questions. LAs are utilized in classes that 

also have graduate Teaching Assistants at both CU campuses. In this way, gTAs can 

support the instructor in teaching while LAs can assist students in the learning process. 

           Other universities. Other universities have implemented the LA model and 

utilized Learning Assistants in unique ways in different institutional environments. 

Montgomery College applied the LA model to a community college environment, the 

University of North Carolina Greensboro (UNC Greensboro) and Seattle Pacific 

University modified the Learning Assistants’ scope of responsibilities, and the University 

of Connecticut transformed the LA model for non-STEM instruction. 

  Schick (2018) investigated how Montgomery College was able to adapt the LA 

model, traditionally designed for four-year institutions, successfully into a two-year 

college framework. Two-year colleges require different consideration for numerous 

reasons: large classes --which are a typical driving force for utilizing Learning 

Assistants—is not a concern, recruiting upper-level students to function as LAs is not 

possible, and credit-based pedagogy courses are typically a barrier due to funding and 

course credit transfers. Two-year colleges utilize LAs for their attitudinal benefits: 

increased engagement, success rates, and interest in teaching as a profession. 

Montgomery College has broken down the semester pedagogy course into multi-hour 

gatherings and sessions three to four times throughout the semester, expanded the role 

of LAs to assist in laboratory spaces as an extra set of spare hands, and was able to 

provide a stipend for Learning Assistants. Notably, Learning Assistants receive a 

certificate of completion after their first semester, and if they wish to return, must be 
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placed in a different course with a different professor with new hires being given priority 

(Schick, 2018). 

While most LA programs reside in the STEM department, the University of 

Connecticut became the first reported institution to employ Learning Assistants in a 

business class. Dean (2020) was able to implement a flipped classroom model with 

Learning Assistants to assist business majors in better understanding and becoming 

more confident with the material. He found that the LA model showed promise in 

helping students understand the material better (Dean, 2020). 

           UNC Greensboro increased Learning Assistant’s responsibilities by having their 

LAs serve as the primary instructors for lab sections of two introductory calculus-based 

physics courses. Learning Assistants co-designed the lab curriculum with the lecture 

professor, conducted all lab classes, and graded all student work (Grabow et al., 2014; 

Harris et al., 2014). This study was important in demonstrating the scope in which LAs 

can be implemented while still maintaining that the students were generally satisfied 

with the quality of instruction they were receiving. Seattle Pacific University also strays 

from the CU Boulder framework by requiring LAs to be enrolled in a pedagogy course 

every subsequent semester after the first one (Robertson et al., 2014). Each quarterly 

pedagogy curriculum’s content changes while maintaining the overarching themes 

related to engaging and interacting with students as a Learning Assistant.  UNC 

Greensboro and Seattle Pacific University are two examples amongst the dozens of 

institutions that have adopted and adapted the LA model. 

           Baylor University. Baylor University implemented the LA model in 2017 to 

primarily serve introductory biology courses. Through the years, the program has 

expanded to Genetics and laboratory sections. In all cases, Learning Assistants receive 

course credit for at least the first 2 semesters that they are functioning as Learning 

Assistants. A less common feature in other institutions that is emphasized at Baylor 
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University is the robust use of Learning Assistant (LA) Mentors. CU Boulder 

incorporates LA Mentors to support, advocate, and mentor first-semester Learning 

Assistants (CU Boulder, 2018). These are students who have been Learning Assistants 

for at least one semester before and function as mentors for students going through the 

pedagogy course. LA Mentors observe the Learning Assistants in their respective classes 

and give feedback on ways to improve multiple times throughout the semester. LA 

Mentors also do not receive any form of financial compensation or course credit. 

However, Baylor University’s LA Mentors go beyond this role and shape the broader LA 

Program. For example, Baylor University LA Mentors contribute to syllabi development, 

professor recruitment for utilizing the LA model, and advocate for departmental 

modifications to how Learning Assistants are recruited, assessed, and retained. In more 

recent years, the Learning Assistant Program incorporated the LA model into classes 

beyond traditional lecture and laboratory sections, such as experiential learning courses. 

For example, Baylor’s Laparoscopy Lab Skills class is a hands-on independent research 

learning opportunity where students are exposed to the field of laparoscopy and have the 

option to earn a Certificate of Undergraduate Laparoscopy (Damschen, 2017). Their 

research mentors go through the pedagogy curriculum and integrate active learning 

activities during their sessions. Similarly, Baylor University’s course-based 

undergraduate research experience (CURES) class sections are facilitated by 

undergraduate laboratory assistants who go through the semester-long pedagogy class, 

get observed by LA Mentors, and incorporate active learning components into their lab 

sessions.  While the LA program has had various structural changes and complications, 

its continued implementation in numerous classes and ever-growing expansion for usage 

by other professors shows its potential to thrive. 
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Summary of Current LA Model Research and Gaps in Research  
 

 
There have been numerous studies that investigate the benefits of Learning 

Assistants programs for the student and for the professor. Beyond improved academics 

and graduation retention, the LA program and peer mentorship generally have been 

shown to remove or reverse the typical learning gaps between students from minority 

and majority population demographics (Kressler & Kressler, 2020; Sellami et al., 2017; 

Van Dusen et al., 2016) and build stronger connections to the university and with the 

department (Colvin & Ashman, 2010). With the professors, the LA model was designed 

to set the stage for departmental value and practice changes. Professors who 

implemented LAs increased satisfaction in course design strategies and the development 

of academically collaborative culture (McHenry et al., 2009; Welder, 2019). 

Furthermore, faculty were shown to have renewed attention to the student learning 

compared to focusing on the execution of instruction or delivery of material this was 

especially significant for professors who had been teaching for many years before 

adopting the LA model (Gray et al., 2016; Otero et al., 2010; Welder, 2019). Such 

benefits highlight the importance and impact the LA program has on both the students 

and the professors. However, much of the research fails to focus on the experiences, 

benefits, and considerations of the Learning Assistants themselves. Fortunately, there 

has been growing research attempting to bridge this gap over the last several years. 

In most discussions of Learning Assistants, the research emphasizes the LAs 

themselves in relation to increasing affinity to pursue a teaching career. Teacher 

recruitment is one of the primary four goals of CU Boulder’s LA program (Learning 

Assistant Alliance, n.d.). Many studies have shown that the LA program increases the 

completion of teaching certification and thereafter hiring of professors in their respective 

institution’s departments (Chini et al., 2016; Fineus & Fernandez, 2012; Kwon, 2010; 
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Otero et al., 2006, 2010; Thorne, 2010). Further, studies have shown that being a 

Learning Assistant strengthens self-identity attitudes relating to being an effective 

teacher and self-efficacy (Close et al., 2013, 2016; Harris et al., 2014; Nadelson & 

Finnegan, 2014). In some spaces, Learning Assistants are reported to gain a deeper 

understanding of the material in a similar fashion to the undergraduates (Campbell et 

al., 2019). The research focused on the Learning Assistant experience beyond this is 

limited but has become of greater importance. 

There is little research on the experiences of the undergraduates who become 

Learning Assistants beyond what has already been mentioned. However, Seattle Pacific 

University did an article highlighting the experiences several of their undergraduates had 

as Learning Assistants. For them, the LA experience was transformational as they 

experienced (1) being heard and hearing others in authentic dialogue with peers and (2) 

learning to listen to and build on student ideas in our own teaching practice (Robertson 

et al., 2014). For them, a defining feature of the program rested in their shared authority 

in shaping the course, group discussions, and scientific dialogue. Many of these benefits 

fostered a sense of agency and openness that they could take beyond the classroom 

(Robertson et al., 2014). A study at George Mason University found that Learning 

Assistants benefitted from their experience by improving conceptual understanding, 

metacognition, time management, confidence about public speaking and working with 

fellow students, and relationships with professors (Dreyfus et al., 2020). This aspect of 

Learning Assistant programs continues to be researched and is proving to be of growing 

importance for the sustainability of Learning Assistant program implementation. 

Some research has shifted to address the limitations and longevity of the LA 

programs being implemented. While the benefits of successful implementation of 

department-wide LA model usage have been discussed, there has not been as deep of an 

investigation into the effects that a lack of widespread support has on the success or 
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failure of LA Programs in universities. A key feature in the scaling and persistence of LA 

programs is departmental and faculty buy-in (Otero et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, Campbell et al (2019) researched some of the major areas of improvement 

for future LA model considerations and found deficient professional development 

components. Faculty did not focus on professional development yet Learning Assistants 

perceived that as a benefit of the position. Researchers also found a lack of continued 

feedback for Learning Assistants in the work that they do as a common complaint. Other 

complaints ranged from not receiving enough compensation to not incorporating more 

forms of recruitment and training for both faculty and prospective LAs that did not relate 

to future hopes of becoming teachers (Campbell et al., 2019). Davenport et al (2018) 

investigated the disconnect in faculty-student relationships in Learning Assistant 

Programs. The dynamic partnerships that may develop throughout an LA experience 

were complex and warranted the creation of the Preparation Session Observation Tool 

(PSOT), a tool that helps explain and maximize these faculty-student partnerships to 

create an effective classroom environment (Davenport et al., 2018). These studies show 

that there is room for investigation and assessment of ways the LA model can be 

implemented to better address the needs and concerns of the Learning Assistant as well 

as the professor while maintaining the overall goal of helping introductory students get a 

deeper grasp of the material. 

In this chapter, I unpacked key components of academic support personnel and 

the Learning Assistant program as it relates and informs this research project: 

1. Provided an overview of the evolution of academic support personnel to 

highlight the different purposes and expectations of those related to a 

student’s learning experience beyond the professor. 

2. Discussed various ways the LA model has been implemented and 

modified in various institutions to provide context for this study as well 
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as showcase possible avenues to be adopted more universally in the 

future. 

3. Finally, I touched on the current research state surrounding the Learning 

Assistant experience to not only emphasize the need for further 

investigation but to also acknowledge the relevance of this research 

project in filling such gaps. 

 
With the background information about the state of Learning Assistant education 

and academic personnel covered, the next chapter will delve into the methodology 

surrounding the surveys created and data collected on professors and undergraduates 

who had been or currently are Learning Assistants. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Methodology 
 
 
 

Purpose 

 
 

 The purpose of this study is two-fold: to investigate the experiences of 

undergraduate Learning Assistants in the context of the LA program and thereafter to 

provide commentary and recommendations based on their responses, in conjunction 

with the LA-supported faculty’s perspectives. There is minimal previous research on the 

experiences, attitudes, and opinions of the Learning Assistants within the LA model 

(Robertson 2014, Dreyfus 2020). LA-centered research often narrows in on the benefits 

related to teacher recruitment, or teaching, leadership, and associated professional 

development skills, or their utility as it relates to benefitting the professor  (Close 2013 

and 2016, Nadelson & Finnegan 2014, Thompson 2019, Campbell 2019). Specifically, 

this study looks at why undergraduates students become Learning Assistants, continue 

or stop being Learning Assistants, their perceived academic, professional, and personal 

benefits from being a Learning Assistant, in addition to their understanding of and 

experiences in the LA program as it relates to their role. Additionally, faculty who utilize 

LAs were surveyed to assess their understanding of the LA program and LAs, their 

perception of their role with the Learning Assistants, as well as their experiences and 

opinions of the Learning Assistants and LA program. This study uses their quantitative 

and free-response survey answers to glean overall perspectives which will lay the 

foundation for proffering recommendations and considerations both for Baylor 
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University and other LA-supported universities. In doing so, create a more mutually 

beneficial LA program for faculty, students, and Learning Assistant.

 
 
 

Setting 
 
 

This research took place within Baylor University’s Learning Assistant Program 

which is housed in the Biology department. All professors who had used LAs since its 

conception at Baylor were invited to complete the professor-specific survey. This 

encompassed 13 professors: nine actively involved in the LA program, two who have 

since left Baylor but continue to utilize the LA model, and 2 retirees. Additionally, all 192 

students who had been enrolled in the pedagogy class at some point since the program 

began were sent the student-specific survey. Two students could not be reached as their 

roster emails were undeliverable.  

 
 
 

Method 

 
 Two surveys were developed: one for the professors and one for the students. 

Each consisted of both quantitative and free-response questions. Quantitative questions 

were considered all multiple-choice questions (MCQs) and their variants such as “select-

all-that-apply” and Yes/No. Qualitative questions referred to free-response questions 

(FRQs) where respondents were given an empty box with no word count restrictions to 

answer the question provided. These questions covered three main areas of information 

for the data collection:  

1. General background information about themselves and their involvement in 

the LA program, 
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2. Information about how and why they have been involved in the LA program, 

and 

3. Perceptions and opinions about their role, the pedagogy class, and the LA 

program at large.  

Six of the quantitative questions were taken and adapted from Campbell et al’s 

(2019) survey on LA and Faculty member perceptions (Figure 1). While the multi-select 

question about how LAs are utilized outside the classroom was not modified for the 

professor nor student, only professors were asked how they utilize LAs outside of the 

classroom. This survey also removed answer options related to recitations; Baylor 

University does not utilize the recitation method but rather endorses Supplemental 

Instruction. As discussed in chapter 2, SIs and their sessions are distinct and, in this 

context, mutually exclusive from Learning Assistants, therefore those options were 

removed. The Campbell et al (2019) survey asked LAs and faculty to rank their top two 

characteristics to be successful, and this survey asked for respondents to rank three. 

Given the exploratory nature of this study, expanding to the top three characteristics 

may yield unique patterns otherwise missed. Both faculty and LAs were asked to assess 

the effectiveness on a 4-point Likert scale (1=extremely effective/useful/important, 2= 

moderately effective/useful/important, 3=moderately ineffective/useless/unimportant 

etc) whereas the Campbell et al (2019) survey asked only students and used a 5-point 

Likert scale. Additionally, only faculty members were asked to select the ways in which 

they support students compared to asking both LAs and faculty members. Finally, the 

question focused on who faculty believes is responsible for various components of the LA 

program --such as training, recruitment, assessment, and monetary compensation-- was 

restructured. Instead of having faculty assign whether the college, department, or faculty 

member was responsible for a given task, this questionnaire asked faculty members to 

select all responsibilities they believed faculty members and the department had. Making 
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this modification was intended to turn the question inward between the department and 

faculty, especially because the LA program is only within Baylor’s Biology department.  

 

 

Figure 1. Summary of the modifications made to previously utilized survey questions. 
 
 

 
In total, the professor survey had 21 questions and five were free-response 

questions while the student survey had 32 questions and eight free-response questions. 

The students’ free-response questions focused on why they became an LA, why they 

continued or did not continue with the program in addition to their perceived academic, 

professional, and personal benefits from being an LA. Professors provided free responses 

to questions about why they incorporated the LA model, their understanding of the role 

of an LA, and what benefits they personally have experienced as well as their perception 

of how their role benefits the learning Assistants (Table 3). In both cases, the final free-

response question was an open invitation for participants to add any other relevant 

information they felt like sharing.  
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Table 3. List of all the free response questions asked to the faculty and students. 

 

 

 
 

Data Collection 
 
 

The surveys were built and distributed through Qualtrics, an online survey 

program. The survey was initially sent out December 2020. Following, all participants 

who had not filled out the survey were sent reminder emails in January 2021 and 

consequently in February 2021 before closing the form on March 1st, 2021. All student 

Learning Assistants who completed the survey were put into a drawing where ten 

participants won $10 virtual gift cards. In total, 11 out of the 13 professors and 69 out of 

the 192 students completed the survey.  
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Data Analysis 
 
 

The quantitative components were examined through Qualtrics’s built-in analysis 

software and SPSS v26. Qualtrics’s built-in analysis software was used to determine 

means and percent distributions for given questions. SPSS was used to complete Chi 

Square Goodness of Fit tests, Mann-Whitney U tests, and Pearson correlations. The Chi 

Square Goodness of Fit was used to see if the sample population of LAs who responded 

to the survey were representative of the greater LA program based on the semester that 

they started being an LA and took the pedagogy class. The Mann-Whitney U tests (α= 

.05) were used to compare the faculty and LAs responses on the multiple-choice 

questions related to effectiveness of various LA program components. This test was used 

due to the small faculty  size (n < 30) and non-normally distributed data. Pearson 

correlations were done to determine underlying relationships within the various 

effectiveness-related questions, between when the pedagogy class was taken and 

effectiveness-related questions, and between faculty responses to effectiveness 

questions. Pearson correlations were used because the Likert scale was classified as 

interval and because the data was not normally distributed. The qualitative components 

were done manually in three steps. First, an initial assessment of responses to exclude 

faulty or incomplete responses was done. Secondly, I categorized and labeled responses 

into overarching themes within a given free-response question. The categorization was 

informed by general associations of common phrases and the use of previous research. 

Finally, I had a second external person verify and validate my categorizations. 

Additionally, qualitative responses were run through Qualtrics’ ‘Data & Analysis’ 

software to determine any correlations between multiple-choice questions. Chapter three 
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outlined the purpose and methodology around the data collected for this study, and the 

results of these analyses will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
 
 

Results 
 

 
This study aims to summarize the experiences of Learning Assistants through 

their eyes and the eyes of LA-supported faculty. To do this, professor and student-

specific surveys were distributed to cover three main areas: general information about 

their demographics and involvement in the LA program, why and how they have been 

involved in the LA program, and their perceptions and opinions about their role, the 

pedagogy class, and the LA program at large. These areas contained a mix of quantitative 

and qualitative survey questions. The survey results will be summarized in this chapter.  

 
 
 

General information about LA program involvement  
 
 
Respondent Distribution 

 

Out of the 13 professors who received the survey, 11 responded. This sample was 

representative of Baylor’s LA-supported faculty population as 100% of Baylor professors 

who currently use LAs responded and 50% (Two of Four) of the professors who no 

longer work at Baylor responded. Notably, the two professors who did not respond were 

professors who were retired or no longer teaching. The remaining 11 fell into two 

categories: professors currently at Baylor who used the LA model (9) and professors who 

no longer worked at Baylor but continued to use the LA model at their respective 

institutions (2). The entire LA Program at Baylor University is within the Department of 

Biology, therefore all professors worked within the Baylor’s Department of Biology. 
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There were 6 female and 5 male professors who completed this survey. All professors 

were White.  

The survey was sent out to 192 past and current learning assistants. There were 

69 recorded responses: 12 (17%) of them did not finish the entirety of the survey and 57 

(83%) did. A Chi-Square Goodness of Fit test was done to ensure the sample population 

was representative of the greater LA population in regards to when they first became an 

LA and took the pedagogy class.  There were no significant differences between our 

sample population’s distribution of students and the general LA program’s: χ2 (6, 

N=56)= 6.34, p-value = .386. Therefore, our sample is representative.  

Despite 57 respondents going through the whole survey, the free response 

questions typically had 55 or 56 responses. Of the 12 that did not reach the end of the 

survey, 9 of them completed up to the first half of the survey.  The first half primarily 

consisted of multiple-choice questions related to their demographics and general 

information about their involvement in the LA program such as what year they started, 

how many semesters they had been an LA, and which classes they worked in. Conversely, 

the latter half of the survey primarily consisted of free response questions that asked 

participants to share their motivations, opinions, and perspective.  

 
 
 
Demographics 

 
The majority of the respondents were seniors (28), with an equal number of 

juniors and sophomores (15). 12 Learning Assistants who had graduated also completed 

the survey. This data is summarized in Figure 2 and Table 4. 
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Figure 2. Surveyed Learning Assistant’s School Year Classification and Academic Status. 
 

 
 

Table 4. Descriptive summary of Learning Assistant’s ethnicity and gender. 
 

 

 

 

Learning Assistant Involvement 

The LA program was created in Fall 2017 at Baylor University, and this study 

collected information from students and faculty who had been involved at some point 

between Fall 2017 and Fall 2020. There were professors represented who began using 

the LA model in six out of the seven semesters since its conception, excluding Spring 

2019. There were professors from laboratory, lecture, and experiential learning courses.  
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From the Learning Assistant-specific survey, 27 respondents were current LAs, 

and 39 were not. While there were at least two Learning Assistants who began in each of 

the given seven semesters, 53.9% of responses came from students who had joined the 

program in Spring 2020 or Fall 2020. Of those who began as a Learning Assistant before 

Spring 2020, the average person was an LA for 2.23 semesters. We had participants from 

every class type --laboratory, lecture, and experiential learning-- and from almost every 

class that has utilized Learning Assistants: Human Physiology lab, Animal Nutrition, 

Human Anatomy lecture, Biology 1 lab, Genetics Lab and lecture, and Surgical Skills. 

However, we did not have any participants who had been Learning Assistants for 

Immunology, an upper-level Biology class. The majority of respondents came from 

Genetics and Biology 1 lecture courses. Finally, 12 respondents (18.2%) had been or are 

currently LA Mentors. Given these parameters, this sample does not represent the LA 

student population at Baylor regarding the expected distribution of LAs from 

experiential learning, laboratory, and lecture class. Nonetheless, there is at least some 

representation from various valuable perspectives: current and past LAs, graduated and 

current students, lab, lecture, or experiential learning class sections, regular LAs and 

those who continued on as LA mentors, as well as seasoned Learning Assistants who 

have been doing this for 5+ semesters and brand new Learning assistants who had just 

completed their first LA semester and accompanying pedagogy course.  

 
 
 

LA Program Participation Motivation and Logistics 
 
  

There were three main reasons professors incorporated Learning Assistants: 

addressing large class sizes/ encouraging peer-to-peer assistance (five professors), 

integrating active learning and metacognition (three professors), and situational 

circumstances (three professors). Table 5 paraphrases their answers.  
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Table 5. FRQ: “Why did you incorporate Learning Assistants into your class?” 

 

 

 
 
 
Conversely, undergraduates became Learning Assistants for four overarching 

reasons: interest in teaching/pedagogy/mentorship (25 responses), situational 

circumstances (18 responses), interest in leadership, professional development or 

resume building (10 responses), and personal experiences related to the class or having 

Learning Assistants themselves (10 responses) (Table 6).  
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Table 6. FRQ: “Why did you become a Learning Assistant?” 
 

 
 

 

Next, professors were asked how they utilize Learning Assistants inside and 

outside of the classroom, while students were asked how they were utilized outside of the 

classroom (Table 7a and 7b). This multiple-choice question showed a discrepancy in 

what faculty believe LAs do outside of the classroom and what Learning Assistants report 

doing outside of the classroom. For example, none of the faculty mentioned Learning 

Assistants grading exams while 5% of the LAs selected that as one of their roles.  

 

Table 7a. MCQ: “How were Learning Assistants utilized outside of the classroom?” 
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Table 7b. MCQ: “How were Learning Assistants utilized inside of the classroom?” 

 

 

 
 
 

While the utilization of LAs is important, how professors support Learning 

Assistants in their role specifically is also relevant to the professor-Learning Assistant 

relationship. Professors had to note in which ways they support Learning Assistants 

(Table 8). 82% of professors mentioned holding weekly meetings with their Learning 

Assistants and providing open communication with them. Additionally, 72% of 

professors spend time discussing best teaching practices with their Learning Assistants. 

Only 6 out of the 11 professors review the course material with the Learning Assistants.  

 
 
Table 8. MCQ: “In what ways do you currently provide support for LAs?” 
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To conclude questions related to faculty’s involvement in the LA program, 

professors selected what responsibilities they believed faculty members and the 

department have (Table 9). The majority of professors believed it was their and the 

department’s responsibility to train and recruit Learning Assistants. Additionally, 63% 

believed assessing the effectiveness of Learning Assistants is their responsibility. Only 1 

faculty member mentioned writing Letters of Recommendation as a faculty or 

department’s responsibility.  

 
 
 

Table 9. MCQ: “What is your understanding you and the department’s responsibilities?” 

 

 
 

 

 

Pedagogy class, Learning Assistants, and LA Program Perceptions 
 
 

Pedagogy Class Perceptions 

The final category of information collected focused on the faculty and student’s 

perception about various components of being a Learning Assistant, such as the 

pedagogy class, the overall program, and the role itself. First, faculty and students were 

asked how effectively they believed the Baylor LA program’s pedagogy course was at 

building their perceived top three characteristics of a Learning Assistant (Table 10a). 

Faculty and students identified the same three characteristics; however, over double the 

percentage of students believed the pedagogy class and Baylor LA program were 
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moderately or extremely ineffective at developing the top three characteristics when 

compared to the percentage of faculty who believed they were ineffective.  

 
 
 

Table 10. MCQ: “how effectively do you feel that the pedagogy course (BIO 3100) helped 
build your top three characteristics?” 

 

 

 
 
 
Role of Learning Assistant Perceptions 

 
There were various components related to the Learning Assistant role itself that 

was looked at. They could be broken down into three main angles: the effectiveness of 

and qualities in LAs that were being utilized, the perceived benefits and motivations of 

being an LA, and the perceived benefits of having LAs for the professors and learners.  

Both faculty and students were asked to note the effectiveness of LAs are being 

utilized (Table 11). While none of the faculty members believed Learning Assistants were 

being utilized extremely or moderately ineffectively, 13% of the students who responded 

did.  
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Table 11. MCQ: “How effectively do you feel you are/were being utilized as a LA?” 

 

 

 
 
 
Next, faculty and students were asked to rank the top 3 characteristics of 

successful Learning Assistants (Table 12). While both groups noted the same three 

characteristics --reliability/commitment, strong content knowledge, and strong 

communication skills --, faculty and students ranked their relative importance 

differently. While faculty believed reliability/commitment was of the highest relevance to 

being a successful Learning Assistant, students ranked strong content knowledge as first 

importance and reliability as third importance. Additionally, faculty ranked strong 

communication skills as third importance while students ranked it second.  

 
 
 
Table 12. MCQ: “…what would be the top three characteristics of a successful LA?” 
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To look at the benefits of being and having Learning Assistants,  faculty were 

asked what benefits they believed the Learning Assistants had in their classroom (Table 

13) and what benefits their role as a professor has for the Learning Assistants (Table 14). 

Faculty identified both learner-based benefits such as reaching students more effectively 

inside and outside of the classroom and overall classroom benefits such as creating more 

dynamic classroom lectures and assisting the professor in managing the class size. 

Faculty also recognized their role benefit students in three main categories; academically 

by giving LAs the opportunity to go through the material another time, through 

mentorship by the professor, and as a resource to improving teaching practices and 

capabilities.  

 

 
Table 13. FRQ: “What are some of the benefits with using LA in your classroom?” 
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Table 14. FRQ: “What benefits your role has for the Learning Assistant experience?” 

 

 

 

 

To provide a comprehensive picture of how undergraduates benefit from being in 

an LA role, respondents were asked to describe their academic, professional, and 

personal benefits from being a Learning Assistant. For academic benefits, 53% noted the 

content knowledge as a major benefit, 36% said improved study skills, and 11% noted not 

having any perceived academic benefits (Figure 3, Table 15).  

 
 

Figure 3. FRQ: “How have you benefited academically from being a Learning Assistant?” 
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Table 15. FRQ:  “ How have you benefited academically from being a LA?” 

 

 

 
 
 
The previous and current Learning Assistants had a larger range of professional 

benefits from being Learning Assistants (Figure 4, Table 16). 36% noted leadership, 

communication, or professional skill improvement, 22% mentioned teaching skills and 

opportunities being the main benefit, 9% noted resumes and professional school 

applications, 9% considered the relationships and networking opportunities as the 

professional benefit, and 5% mentioned no professional benefits. Additionally, 14% of 

professors mentioned significant benefits in both teaching and leadership/ 

communication/professional development skills, and 5% mentioned both networking 

and resume/professional application gains as equally beneficial. Those were the only two 

groups where respondent’s answers could not be accurately noted in exclusively one 

category. 
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Figure 4. FRQ: “How have you benefited professionally from being a LA?” 
 
 
 

Table 16. FRQ:  “How have you benefited professionally from being a LA?” 
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Previous and current Learning Assistant found five main personal benefits from 

being a Learning Assistant: meaningful relationships and friendship (35%), improved 

confidence and leadership (32%), personal growth and deeper introspection about 

oneself (15%), social and professional skill improvement (9%), and graduate school 

application perks (7%). 2% of respondents had no personal benefits from being an LA.  

 
 

 
 
Figure 5. FRQ: “How have you benefited personally from being a Learning Assistant?” 
 
 
 
Table 17. FRQ:  “How have you benefited personally from being a Learning Assistant?” 
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LA Program Perceptions 

 
The final component looked at opinions about Learning Assistants focused on 

their motivations for continuing or ceasing to be a Learning Assistant. Of the 32 

Learning Assistants who continued and inputted reasons, the #1 reason was the impact 

they were having on the students. Following that, the overall experience was the second 

most common reason, then professor impact in conjunction with the impact they had on 

students, then love of the content in conjunction with the professor, and finally 

continued being an LA for external circumstances (Table 18).  

 
 

Table 18. FRQ: “If you were a Learning Assistant for multiple semesters, why did you 
continue to be a Learning Assistant?” 

 

 

 
 
 

The main reason students stopped being Learning Assistants was due to time 

commitment issues (50% of respondents). Following, 36% stopped due to external 

circumstances such as the professor no longer teaching the course or the course only 

being taught in alternating semesters. Finally, 13% of those who stopped being an LA 

and responded stopped because it was not enjoyable, they were not being compensated 

or they were not having the impact expected (Table 19).  
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Table 19. FRQ: “If you are no longer a Learning Assistant, what made you stop?” 

 

 

 
 

Now that the pedagogy class and LA role itself had been dissected, I looked at 

their perspectives and opinions about the LA program. Faculty and students were asked 

their understanding of Learning Assistants’ roles (Table 20). There were 5 overarching 

themes amongst faculty and students: connecting students, learners, and teachers, 

student engagement, mentorship, resource, and guidance for students, active learning, 

and assisting teachers in classroom logistics. While no professor noted mentorship and 

guidance nor LA’s role in assisting teachers in lecture logistics, 36% of students did. Both 

faculty and students believed LAs play a role in connecting students, learners, and 

teachers as well as implementing active learning. Only professors believed student 

engagement encompassed the role of being a Learning Assistant. 

 
 
Table 20. FRQ: “What is your understanding of the role of being a Learning Assistant?” 
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Additionally, students were asked how effective their professor-student 

relationships were at fostering the LA’s personal, professional, and academic 

benefits/goals (Table 21).  13% of students found those relationships extremely or 

moderately ineffective building their top three characteristics of being a successful 

Learning Assistant. 88% found those relationships in some way effective. The students 

went on to rate how effectively Baylor’s LA Program was at fostering the LA’s personal, 

professional, and academic benefits (Table 22). 5% of students found the LA program to 

be ineffective at fostering those previously mentioned benefits while 95% said that the 

LA program did.  

 
 
 
Table 21. MCQ: “How effectively do you feel that your professor-learning assistant 
relationship fostered those academic, professional, and personal benefits?” 

 

 

 
 
Table 22. MCQ: “how effectively do you feel that the Baylor Learning Assistant program 
fostered those academic, professional, and personal benefits?” 
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The final question offered space for both faculty and students to share any 

relevant information about their experience being in the LA program. Out of the seven 

professors who provided relevant information, two provided constructive comments on 

how the learners and Learning Assistants could improve, three provided suggestions for 

improving the pedagogy class and professor relationships, and the final two provided 

information about their future plans on using Learning Assistants and the LA model 

(Table 23).  

 
 

Table 23. FRQ: “ Is there anything else you would like to share that is relevant to your 
experience as a Learning Assistant at Baylor University?” 

 

 

 
 
 
 

While only two participants for the Learning Assistant-specific survey provided 

new, relevant information, their insight was extensive. The first respondent highlighted 

the draw-in for being a Learning Assistant goes beyond teaching but also growing within 

yourself. The second respondent provided constructive criticism in various areas: 
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highlighting the variable experiences Learning Assistants will have depending on how 

their professor incorporates their role, acknowledging the ineffectiveness of some of 

these circumstances, and suggesting ways to bridge the gap between a Learning 

Assistant’s impact, quality of work, and objective.  

In this chapter, the results from the faculty and student-specific Learning 

Assistant surveys were presented. The results were broken into three categories to assess 

the broad makeup of faculty and students who have been part of the LA program, general 

involvement in and motivation to participate in the LA program, and finally their 

opinions and perspectives and various components related to being an LA like the 

pedagogy class and the broader LA program. These results showed discrepancies 

between professors and students in the role of being a Learning Assistant, the perceived 

top three ranked characteristics needed to be a successful Learning Assistant, and how 

effectively LAs are being utilized. Additionally, there were differences in perceived 

benefits professors had for the role of being a Learning Assistant and those the actual 

Learning Assistant felt. And finally, the results reflect points of improvement with 

retention of Learning Assistants and addressing concerns about the training both 

Learning Assistants and professors receive. Given this robust information, the next 

chapter will delve into the implications of these results and discuss recommendations 

and insights based on the information gathered.  
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CHAPTER FIVE
 
 
 

Implications and Conclusion 
 

 
This study looked at the experience of being a Learning Assistant from the 

student and faculty perspective. In the first chapter, I gave a brief history of classroom 

science education, active learning, and the LA model before providing an overview of this 

study. Chapter Two was a literature review around various academic support personnel, 

the LA program at various institutions and, specifically, Baylor University, then delved 

into the current research being done about Learning Assistants and the gap in that 

specific research field. Chapter Three laid out the methodology surrounding data 

collection and chapter four laid out the results from the aforementioned data collection. 

Chapter four showed various points of discussion surrounding how professors and 

Learning Assistants answered the same questions differently and room for dialogue 

about their responses to group-specific questions. In this final chapter, I will interweave 

key findings and accompanying commentary on recommendations with the implications 

of these results (Table 24). Limitations will then be discussed before providing 

concluding thoughts on these results and how it relates to the current body of 

knowledge. Finally, there will be a discussion on the next steps and future implications of 

this research endeavor. 
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Key Findings 
 
 
1. National Goals of the Original  Learning Assistant Model vs Campus Goals 

 
The original goals of the LA Program do not relate to, emphasize, nor 

explicitly aim to benefit the undergraduates being Learning Assistants beyond 

teacher recruitment. The four goals of the LA model are: to improve 

undergraduate courses and curricula, facilitate teacher recruitment and 

preparation, encourage faculty to study discipline-based education research, and 

promote departmental and institutional change (Learning Assistant Alliance, 

n.d.). This can be problematic for institutions that want to reap the benefits of 

implementing the LA model -- such as improved grades and graduate retention 

(Alzen et al 2018), higher teacher satisfaction (McHenry et al, 2009), and overall 

better material conceptualization (Talbot et al, 2016)-- without focusing on 

recruitment for teaching as a profession. Baylor University is one of those 

institutions. For such cases, it is on the individual programs to best identify the 

goals for the LA model and ensure the nuanced implementation of the respective 

programs aligns with that. For example, the largest portion of students became 

Learning Assistants for the teaching and mentorship opportunities which were 

also some of the most significant professional and personal benefits from being in 

this role.  

While these Learning Assistants are not seeking to become future 

teachers, there is still interest in learning how to convey information effectively to 

other people and serve as role models for the learners within these classes. 

However, the faculty did not consider mentorship a primary role of Learning 

Assistants and 28% of faculty do not support Learning Assistants through 

discussing best teaching practices. Furthermore, multiple professors made 
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additional final comments such as needing time to figure out how to best use 

Learning Assistants, lack of learners fully understanding and appreciating the 

mentorship role of LAs, and self-creating syllabi to better layout Learning 

Assistant’s expectations in the final question. These reservations and criticisms 

speak to the need for research and consensus on how to approach and structure 

LA models and programs that do not aim to recruit teachers as a profession. Until 

this is done, it is important for institutions interested in utilizing the LA model 

outside of its original parameters to spend time during campus inception to 

determine the additional goals of the LA program and which components --the 

pedagogy class, the campus LA program, or the department -- and which 

participants -- campus LA program team, LA-supported faculty, or 

undergraduates as LAs-- will fulfill these endeavors.  

In such conversations, it is also imperative to contrast other support 

academic personnel that undergraduate students can possess such as being an 

undergraduate Teaching Assistant or a Supplemental Instructor with the distinct 

role of being a Learning Assistant. As outlined in Chapter Two, these three roles 

have overlapping end goals in helping the students in class but take on distinct 

frameworks when executed and serve nuance differences in reaching these goals. 

Undergraduate Teaching Assistants serve as more logistical aids to professors 

within the classroom while Supplemental Instructors are often thought of as 

structured recitation leaders after hours (A Ribera et al, 2012; Chapin et al, 

2014). In contrast, Learning Assistants function in the classroom to elevate 

critical thinking and conceptualization of previously taught information in the 

classroom in real-time. When teacher recruitment is taken out of the LA model 

objective, leaves room for programs to turn the LA role into a uTA-SI hybrid 

within the classroom. Not only because those are two well-established and 
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familiar roles faculty are used to undergraduates being in but also because the LA 

model does not give specific guidance on which ways Learning Assistants can be 

utilized to actionably help students learn better.  This faulty direction in 

conjunction with the previous ambiguity surrounding how LAs should be 

implemented may be a valid explanation for Learning Assistants who found they 

were being utilized ineffectively or the Learning Assistants who stopped because 

the student impact was not as significant as anticipated. Mismatched 

expectations and unclear implementation of their role would be a reasonable 

culprit.  Further investigation into best practices and directions for the LA model 

beyond teacher recruitment and aiding teachers in logistically managing larger 

classes would be beneficial to address this concern. 

 
 
2. Effectiveness of Learning Assistants 
 

Learning Assistants and the usage of active learning activities have proven 

to be effective in bridging racial inequity educational gaps (Van Dusen et al, 

2016), and improving the learner’s conceptualization and general understanding 

of the material in a collaborative environment (Top, 2019). However, this study 

found 9% of faculty and 23% of student respondents considered the current 

utilization of Learning Assistants as moderately or extremely ineffective. Other 

components of this study proffer suggestions for reasons why this may be the 

case and possible solutions.  

First, there was a discrepancy between how professors perceived the 

scope of the LA role regarding mentorship and the undergraduates who were 

Learning Assistants. For example, mentoring students in class is not seen as a job 

of Learning Assistants for any of the professors but 27% of past and current 

Learning Assistants did. 40% of respondents noted that teaching experience or 
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opportunity to mentor lowerclassmen were main reasons to become an LA in the 

first place. Additionally, 46% of professors believed the LA role was meant to 

increase student engagement yet none of the past or future Learning Assistants 

saw that as part of the purpose of their role.  As mentioned previously, one faculty 

mentioned the insufficient understanding and appreciation of LAs as mentors for 

students in introductory Biology courses as an additional final comment.  

These observations may suggest that because professors do not explicitly 

view the LA role as a mentorship one, they do not encourage nor facilitate the LA-

professor or LA-student relationships to be one of mentor-mentee. Interestingly, 

eight out of the nine students who worked in Laparoscopy, the experiential-

learning course, found LAs to be utilized extremely or moderately effectively and 

the one respondent who did not believe they were utilized moderately 

ineffectively had mentorship and guidance as a critical component of being a 

Learning Assistant. Similarly, in other instances where undergraduates served as 

co-teachers in the classroom, such as uTAs, they were seen as role models and 

served a mentorship purpose (Luckie et al, 2019). This is significant because 

through the responses from the faculty and associated LAs, mentorship 

throughout the semester is a foundational component of how LAs are utilized in 

their classroom. Advertising, considering, and incorporating mentorship into the 

expected role of being an LA to the undergraduates interested in being an LA, 

students in the classroom, and professors supporting LAs may be a way to 

increase perceived effective utilization of LAs.  

Secondly, the few LAs who went on to become Supplemental Instructors 

gave distinct comments related to the ineffective or deficient interaction and 

impact LAs were having with students, especially in comparison to their role as 

an SI. There was no statistical correlation between those who went on to become 
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other forms of teachers or academic support personnel and scoring LA 

effectiveness more poorly (p=.908). Nonetheless, there is a pattern supported by 

the 13% of respondents who did not continue to be an LA that stated it was due to 

lack of appropriate compensation and/or student impact compared to the work 

being put in. Additionally, the singular student who provided in-depth additional 

thoughts at the end of the LA-specific survey provided a possible further 

explanation on this issue. They mentioned unsatisfactory office hour attendance 

and sporadic attendance to lectures when not facilitating active learning. This 

respondent brought up the important note of consistent accountability in LAs not 

being as stringent and explicit compared to their role as an SI.  

These concerns lend themselves to inconsistent standards for what and 

how the LA can be utilized and utilized effectively. Their perspective as someone 

who was an SI before and after being an LA who is now at a professional school 

provides a unique insight as most respondents who were SIs or academic tutors 

did so only after their experience as an LA. Therefore, the portion of Learning 

Assistants who did not believe they were being utilized effectively may be due to 

their comparison of a seasoned program such as the SI program at Baylor 

University with the relatively newer LA program in conjunction with the previous 

concerns about role and expectations of Learning Assistants who are not being 

recruited for future teachers. While the goal is not to make LAs a variant of 

Supplemental Instructors, it may be worthwhile to investigate the frameworks 

specific institutions have put in place to ensure the perceived relatively consistent 

quality and student engagement associated with SIs but has not yet been 

solidified with Learning Assistants.  

Thirdly, the discrepancy between how professors utilize LAs and what the 

Learning Assistants go through may explain the noted ineffectiveness. None of 
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the faculty mentioned that LAs help with grading any kind of exams when 

discussing how they are utilized outside of the classroom. However, 5% of the 

student respondents said grading exams was one of the ways that they were 

utilized outside of the classroom. Additionally, one faculty mentioned that LAs do 

nothing outside of the classroom while no student noted that they did nothing 

outside of the classroom. Interestingly, the professor who does not utilize LAs 

outside of the classroom still found them to be utilized effectively overall. There 

were no significant differences between how faculty and students rated the 

effectiveness of the LA program in developing their top three characteristics, U= 

278.5, p value=.560. While these are just two examples from the relatively small 

pool of all past and current LAs, the notion that faculty and students are not 

aligned in how the LAs are being utilized within a specific course may be 

associated with other forms of miscommunication or inconsistent jobs to take on 

that lead some students to see their role as ineffective. 

Finally, LA utilization rankings were correlated with professor-

relationship effectiveness scores (r=.465, p value <.001) and LA program 

effectiveness (r=.393, p value= .003). Interestingly, no respondent ranked all 

four LA effectiveness questions --LA utilization, professor-student relationships 

and the LA program in developing the academic/professional/personal benefits, 

or LA program’s pedagogy class at fostering the top three characteristics-- as 

extremely or moderately ineffective. Information noted in the first key finding 

mentioned that the respondents who asserted that LAs were being utilized 

ineffectively were the same respondents whose reasons for no longer continuing 

to be an LA were the following: “not as enjoyable as hoped”, “impact was not as 

lasting as I expected”, and “lack of monetary compensation”.  These observations 

show that there may be multiple components of the LA program such as the 
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professor-relationship and the pedagogy class that interplay and positively affect 

an LAs perception of their role’s benefit which have not been investigated beyond 

this study.  

These observations may speak to an underlying opinion that their time 

and energy being put into the pedagogy course and being an LA is not 

comparable to the compensation and impact students are seeking. While this 

notion requires further research to effectively delve into this proposition, the 

association between ineffective LA utilization and the LA program’s pedagogy 

class may be remedied by better synchronization of the pedagogy course in 

equipping students with the necessary skills and preparing them for what their 

role truly entails. Two faculty members mentioned a re-examination of the 

efficacy and applicability of the pedagogy course to the actual tasks LAs do in the 

final additional comments. There were significant relationships between the year 

a student joined the LA program and professor relationship ratings (r=.366, 

p=.006) and pedagogy class effectiveness ratings (r=.319, p=.016), meaning those 

who joined the LA program earlier (e.g. joining in Fall 2017 vs Fall 2020), their 

ratings were correlated with less favorable scores such as moderately effective, 

moderately ineffective, and extremely ineffective. The improvement and 

expansion of the LA program may speak to this positive trend and may be hinting 

at the same conclusions previously mentioned.  

 
 
 

3. Role of LA-Supported Faculty 

 
The relationship between faculty and undergraduates who are Learning 

Assistants is complex. This dynamic partnership has mentor-mentee, co-creators, 

consultants, co-instructors, and fellow students components (Davenport et al, 
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2019; Cook-Sather & Motz-Storey, 2016). However, LA-supported faculty may 

not know how important their role is for the Learning Assistant experience. 88% 

of respondents noted that their student-faculty relationships effectively related to 

the LA’s academic, professional, and personal benefits. Professor-student 

relationships (mean=1. 66) had the highest average effectiveness ranking 

compared to the LA program (mean=1.79)  and the pedagogy course (mean 

=1.96) in developing the top three characteristics of successful LAs.  Further, 35% 

of LAs who responded to why they continued in that role mentioned relationships 

to professors as one of those reasons and 36% of the students who did not 

continue being an LA stopped for situational reasons such as professor retiring or 

the class no longer being offered. How students ranked their LA role utilization 

was significantly correlated with their rankings of professor-student relationship 

effectiveness (r=.465, p value <.001). These results reflect the impact faculty have 

on the trajectory of an LA’s experience that does not seem as apparent to the 

professors. When asked how they believe their role benefits Learning Assistants, 

only three out of the eleven faculty members mentioned mentorship or 

relationships with the LAs as being a benefit. 

 The mismatch between the actual impact faculty have compared to their 

perceived effect may relate to their disengagement with components of the LA 

program that relate to the LA: 45% did not believe it was their responsibility to 

develop professional development in the LAs and 36% did not believe assessing 

LA effectiveness was their responsibility. The lack of LA-relevant goals in this 

overarching LA model only compounds this issue. While there are few researched 

methods to better instill the sense of importance faculty have on the experiences 

of the LAs, simple interventions related to how professors are recruited, how the 

LA model is advertised, and further research on this dynamic may bring this 
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benefit to the forefront faculty’s per view and thereby create more intrinsic 

motivation to play a central role in development and sustenance of the LA 

program with respect to the LAs themselves.  

 
 
 

4. Effectiveness of the Pedagogy Class 

 
As previously mentioned, the pedagogy class is a core component of being 

an LA where students learn about science education theory and related topics 

that apply being a Learning Assistant such as metacognition and study skills 

(Otero 2010). While this class is critical in differentiating SIs and uTA because of 

its focus on active learning, several survey responses bring concern to its overall 

effectiveness. 1 faculty and 23% of LA respondents believed the pedagogy class 

was extremely or moderately ineffective. Interestingly, the professor respondent 

who believed the pedagogy course was moderately ineffective was not the same 

professor respondent that noted that the pedagogy course may not be aligned 

with what the students are learning and may not be functioning properly. 

Turning to other collected data may provide clarity on this reason. The pedagogy 

class has evolved since its inception; this is reflected in the significant correlation 

previously mentioned between the pedagogy course effectiveness and when the 

pedagogy course was taken. This is notable because the first approximately four 

semesters of the pedagogy class were heavy on the research and theoretical 

framework requiring each Learning Assistant to conduct a small research project 

on their respective classes. This component is no longer seen in the current 

model where students primarily work through science education theory journal 

articles and complete reflections on their LA experience.  
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When looking at solutions, one faculty member’s additional comments 

may provide a solution to consider. Specifically, the faculty member showed 

concern over the lack of communication and productive dialogue between LA-

supported faculty and those running the pedagogy course. While the pedagogy 

course has changed over the years, none of the changes have been done to 

increase LA-supported faculty’s contributions or input into how the class is run. 

This concern in conjunction with another faculty member’s view that current 

faculty who use LAs may be doing so incorrectly because they did not receive the 

original summer institute teaching methods training may speak to better 

integration of the pedagogy curriculum and associated professors to be mutually 

beneficial. For the students to be learning more applicable skills and for the 

professors to get a better grasp of the teaching practices the LA model is 

supposed to use. This solution appears to also be supported by answers from 

other questions. There were positive correlations between pedagogy effectiveness 

ratings both with professor relationship effectiveness ratings (r=.302 ,p=.028) 

and LA program effectiveness ratings (r=.392, p=.004). This was true even when 

controlling for year of joining the LA program compared to its launch and 

whether or not the students were currently an undergraduate. This furthers the 

need for more collaboration and integration between various components of the 

LA experience. In this way, LAs may find the pedagogy class more effective as 

well as opening dialogue between science faculty which is one of the LA 

Program’s goals.  

Chapter Two also mentioned iterations of the pedagogy curriculum that 

may provide formats that mediate these concerns. Montgomery College replaces 

the semester pedagogy course with multi-hour gatherings and sessions three to 

four times throughout the semester (Schick 2018). This format may be helpful for 
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students who feel like the weekly hour-long sessions are too much of a time 

commitment for the work being done. Another consideration is curriculum 

modifications to better align with the tasks being done. The pedagogy course 

inherently has a theoretical framework because students are often learning what 

active learning and Bloom’s taxonomy are; however, there could be a more 

integral component that better prepares students to be successful in their class. 

This could mean having allotted time during class to brainstorm, create, and peer 

review LA activities, framing assignments to better relate to what the students are 

doing in their class compared to focusing on the theory, among other options.  

 
 
 

5. Professor vs LA’s Top Characteristics of Successful Learning Assistants 
 

When faculty and students were asked to rank the top three 

characteristics successful Learning Assistants had, professors and students 

ranked them differently. These results may speak to a disconnect between 

professors and students. Both groups ranked the same three characteristics as 

their top three: reliability and commitment, strong content knowledge, and 

strong communication skills. Yet, professors ranked reliability and commitment 

as the #1 most important characteristic while LAs ranked that #3. Considering 

the previously mentioned concerns surrounding accountability and consistent 

work LAs have, this appears to be a valid explanation: professors and students 

value reliability and commitment differently in how it relates to being a 

successful Learning Assistant. Additionally, Learning Assistants ranked strong 

communication skills as the second most important characteristic while 

professors ranked this as third importance. Not only were these ranked 

differently, but the consensus on their relevance also differed: content knowledge 
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had an average place at 3.18 and strong communication skills were ranked on 

average at 2.93 while they were both the second most important characteristics. 

The varying degree to which each group views certain characteristics as 

important provides a point of discussion for institutions to consider what the 

most important characteristics are needed to be a successful Learning Assistant 

and better integrate and train Learning Assistant to expect and possess them.  

 

 
6. Goal and Functioning of the LA Program  

 
LA Programs that do not utilize the LA model for teacher recruitment or 

to directly address the student: professor ratio should modify the goal and 

functioning of their campus’ LA program to ensure its effectiveness. This study 

found positive effects of the LA program not often researched. 95% of students 

found the LA program moderately or extremely effective at developing their 

perceived benefits. Furthermore, professor-student relationships in developing 

academic/professional/personal benefits had the highest numerical instance of 

being ineffective, yet none of those individuals simultaneously rated the LA 

program at being ineffective at doing this. Interestingly, the three participants 

who rated three out of the four questions related to effectiveness never had 

ineffectiveness of the LA program as one of them. Both faculty and students 

found that the LA program and pedagogy class were extremely to moderately 

effective at developing their top three characteristics of a successful LA (mean 

score=1.8). There were no significant differences between the rankings faculty 

gave and those students gave , U=220.0, p value=.105. It appears that the 

broader LA program, especially when compared to the pedagogy course and 
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professor-student relationships, is not perceived as being ineffective as other 

components of the LA experiences. 

Despite such positive reception, this study revealed three points of 

discussion related to the functioning and goal of the LA program. First, 

compensation and time commitment. As mentioned in Chapter Two, Campbell et 

al’s (2019) study on perceptions of Learning Assistants to grow programs 

highlighted that not receiving enough compensation was a common complaint. 

The number one reason people stop being Learning Assistants is due to time 

commitment. 50% of those who quit stopped because of that and 7% stopped due 

to no monetary or academic compensation. Students only receive upper level 

Biology credit for the first two semesters of being an LA and there are no other 

forms of compensation for the work they are putting in. The cost-benefit analysis 

of continuing to be an LA in any form without a tangible return is a highly 

probable reason students stop. With this being considered, it is unclear whether 

Baylor’s LA program is geared to encourage students to be LAs beyond their 

second semester or whether the program is structured to have LAs for two 

semesters before moving on to other students. Other institutions structure their 

LA program to accommodate one of these goals. For example, Montgomery 

College focuses on the latter where students who complete one semester of being 

an LA are allowed to return but must be placed in a different course with a 

different instructor, and new LAs are given priority (Schick, 2018).  

Regarding compensation, many LAs at other institutions get monetary 

compensation for their work, and for those that do not, receive academic credit 

compensation (Otero, 2010, Campbell et al, 2019). However, it should be noted 

that those that receive monetary compensation do approximately 10 hours of 

work in this scenario and are often tasked with more autonomy and larger time 
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commitments. Conversely, at Baylor University, Learning Assistants are expected 

to commit 3-5 hours of work a week related to their role: one hour for pedagogy, 

one hour for the regular meeting with professors, and two to three hours 

preparing and executing active learning in the classroom. UNC Greensboro’s LA 

program, for example, has students conducting lab classes, grading all student 

assignments, and co-designing the curriculum (Grabow et al., 2014; Harris et al., 

2014). The average student at Baylor University was an LA for 2.23 semesters 

which aligns with the two-semester cutoff for receiving class credit. Given these 

considerations, Baylor’s LA Program may not need to worry about the retention 

rates of LAs if their goal is not to have LAs continue after two semesters. 

However, if that is a goal which they establish, discussions around proper 

compensation for their work would be essential.  

Secondly, this study found a need for the LA program to better define and 

require a certain level of accountability and commitment from students. One 

professor and one graduated student both made commentary surrounding the 

need for more structured expectations and feedback for students to be used as 

LAs both effectively and properly. Specifically, the student noted that as an SI, 

they regularly received discussion questions and worksheets done by LAs that did 

not align with the quality of work beneficial for students. The student also found 

that as an LA, they did not feel the expectations and requirements of being an LA 

aligned with results that yielded consistent accountability and accuracy but 

rather formulated being an LA as means for students to earn an easy A and work 

with professors more personally. This is not an uncommon sentiment informally 

seen through students who have been LAs. Furthermore, 36% of the faculty did 

not believe assessing the effectiveness of LAs was the responsibility of faculty 

members nor the department.  
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One solution could be in requiring a formal class similar to pedagogy 

every semester you are an LA. Seattle Pacific requires their LAs to be in a 

pedagogy course every semester where the content rotates each quarter and there 

is a stronger emphasis on curriculum design (Schick, 2018). In this proactive 

way, students have continued support and feedback on the activities they are 

doing in class while also being reminded of the purpose and expectation of being 

an LA. Baylor University has also begun to address this concern in a reactive way. 

They have incorporated assessments for fellow LAs and professors to refer to 

when assigning grades for the class credit based on the behavior LAs have already 

been doing. A top-down approach may also be beneficial. Full departmental and 

faculty buy-in for the program is necessary for the success LA program (Campbell 

et al, 2019). This study found that 82% of faculty believed it was their job and the 

department’s job to train and assess LAs. Therefore, departmental-level 

initiatives to unite professors and assert clear expectations and feedback 

pathways may be a fruitful avenue to take.  

Finally, the LA program may need to modify how it recruits students to be 

LAs and trains professors to use LAs as there appears to be some inconsistencies. 

This is a common complaint in newer LA programs especially for those programs 

that do not have a teaching as a profession recruitment component (Campbell et 

al, 2019). As previously mentioned, 82% of faculty consider recruitment and 

training of LAs the job of faculty members and the department. Professors recruit 

students in various ways that may not align with what the LA program expects. 

For example, some professors hand-pick their students while some professors 

wait for students to approach them. This expectation is rarely communicated to 

the prospective students and is not often incorporated into the LA programs’ 

recruitment efforts. Providing a clear way to properly recruit new Learning 
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Assistants that both expand the program and ensures professors are receiving 

their needed aid is essential. This notion is supported by the fact that the second 

most common reason students become Learning Assistants was situational such 

as professors recommending it or professors asking for help. Moreover, 

professors believe there still needs to be some fine-tuning in how classrooms are 

being transformed as mentioned in the additional comments of the professor-

specific survey. This is essential not only to ensure the LAs and professors are 

using best teaching practices but also so that the learners can be taking full 

advantage of the LAs in class. Other professor’s comments about newer 

professors not being specifically trained in this active learning teaching 

methodology and needing to fine-tune how LAs are being used in class speaks to 

this concern faculty are having. Solutions for this point have already been 

discussed in the aforementioned key findings such as incorporating teachers into 

the pedagogy course or borrowing from SI structures but other remedies should 

also be considered. A summary of these key findings and recommendations can 

be found in Table 24.  
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Table 24. Summary of Key findings and recommended solutions.  

 
Key Finding Recommendations 

1. National LA goals may not align with individual 
campus goals 

> conduct more research and reach a consensus on 
how to structure LA models without a teacher 
recruitment focus 

> dedicate time to establish additional LA goals 
without overlapping with other academic personnel 

  
2. Ineffectiveness within the LA role > advertise mentorship as an expected role for 

prospective LAs and LA-support faculty 

> discover novel ways to ensure consistent quality and 
student engagement through SI-LA research 

> better communicate the job requirements between 
faculty and LAs 

> integrate the pedagogy class and LA program into 
the LA experience more 

  
3. Discrepancies in LA-Supported Faculty Role > develop initiatives to better emphasize the 

mentorship impact faculty have on the LA experience 

> conduct further research on the professor-LA 
relationship dynamic 

  
4. Ineffectiveness within the Pedagogy class > collaborate and integrate faculty, LA, and the 

pedagogy class more 

> restructure the pedagogy class to be applicable to 
what the LAs do on a daily basis 

  
5. Differences in Professor and Student Top 
Characteristics for Successful LAs 

> conduct further research to come to a consensus on 
the top characteristics of being an LA on an 
institutional level 

> incorporate methods to develop these characteristics 
throughout the LA experience 

  
6. Ambiguity in the goal and function of the LA 
program 

> clarify whether the LA program is geared towards 
long-term retention or a year-long experience 
 
> better define expectations and accountability for 
students and convey such to faculty 
 
> build in initiatives to ensure satisfactory 
participation and quality from veteran LAs 
 
> coordinate between LA program and faculty to 
achieve these new expectations 
 
> restructure recruitment to better accommodate the 
program's goals and the faculty's preferences 
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Limitations 

 
 

This chapter thus far has been an in-depth discussion about the implications and 

findings from the professor-specific and student-specific LA surveys. However, this 

study did have limitations which will now be unpacked.  

First and foremost, there were low response rates from the students who were 

sent the Learning-Assistant specific survey. Out of the 192 students who received the 

survey, only 69 filled out a significant portion of the survey. A 35% representation of the 

broader pool is not necessarily indicative of the opinions of all of the Learning Assistants 

at Baylor University. This small sample size may amplify perspectives and opinions that 

might be less common in the broader population. Regardless, further research needs to 

be done that focus on Learning Assistants, specifically, and providing stronger incentives 

to complete such studies may mediate this limitation for future researchers.  

On a similar note, the substantial variety in the backgrounds of respondents 

could have been more varied. From the 35% that did complete the survey, 54% of them 

had completed their first semester of being an LA that Fall of 2020 or the previous 

Spring 2020 semesters. While the current perceptions of LAs who are the closest in 

experiencing what the LA program and pedagogy courses is currently like, their short-

term in the program may prevent insight into the long-term perceptions that may 

develop through having more experiences, progressing through college, or even general 

maturity in viewpoint. If more veteran Learning Assistants had completed the survey, it 

would have been interesting to analyze the possible similarities and differences between 

their perceptions and opinions. Future studies can also overlay this form of diversity 

when doing future studies on LAs to include groups with a more equal distribution of 

current, past, and graduated Learning Assistants. With that being said, there were no 

correlations between those who became SIs, academic tutors or received teacher’s 
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certificates and those who did not with their responses to the effectiveness of LAs. This 

may have been due to the limited number of participants who went on to pursue these 

endeavors (22 respondents). In either case, future studies should further investigate if 

and how those who went on to pursue future teaching related experiences view the LA 

experience.  

Finally, the survey did not adequately differentiate the LA program and a 

subject’s department at certain times. When deciphering who is responsible for 

determining efficacy, recruiting, and compensation for LAs, the survey did not effectively 

differentiate the faculty, the general department, and the LA program specifically. For 

some institutions, the LA program is distinct from any given department because it 

extends to chemistry, physics, calculus and others (Otero et al, 2010). Given that Baylor’s 

LA program is only within the biology department, it is unclear whether the endeavors 

mentioned should rest on the Chair of the department --as they hold the departmental 

responsibilities and budgeting of time and resources--, or that of the LA Program 

Director. This distinction may be important for nascent institutions that are 

implementing the LA model to consider because understanding the key stakeholders in 

this endeavor is crucial in the success of implementing LA programs (Campbell et al, 

2019). A second step in addressing this limitation could be weighing the efficacy of 

departments versus the broader LA program carrying the brunt of the previously 

mentioned tasks. In doing this, best practices for other institutions interested in joining 

the Learning Assistant Alliance could be more widely incorporated. Moreover, a 

collaboration between both entities is essential but clarity on which group should be held 

responsible still needs to be further analyzed at respective institutions.  
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Conclusion and Future Directions 

 
 

Because this study is unique in its focus on Learning Assistants’ experiences, 

there is not many direct data to compare to. However, the results that do overlap with 

previous studies are promising and congruent. This study’s results affirm the previous 

findings that being a Learning Assistant improved leadership, teaching, and 

communication skills (Close et al., 2013, Dreyfus et al., 2020). Past research on the 

content retention Learning Assistants experience was only seen in this study; 70% of the 

55 respondents said that being a Learning Assistant was extremely or moderately useful 

for future classes, professional schools, and/or entrance exams (Campbell et al., 2019). 

Our results related to the benefits professors see with having Learning Assistants also 

coincides with previous studies' discovery that LAs allow professors to have a better 

grasp of the students’ state of mind than the professor could on their own  (Jardine 2019, 

2020). The benefits LAs saw within their student-faculty relationships also align with 

Cook-Sather & Motz-Storey’s investigation into the positive effects LA-faculty 

relationships have (2016). More broadly, some of the obstacles and concerns found 

within Baylor’s LA program have also been mentioned in the minimal previous studies 

on general LA program efficacy (Campbell et al., 2019; Otero et al., 2010; Quan et al., 

2019). Interestingly, the primary study that solely looked at the Learning Assistant’s 

experience yielded results different from this study’s. Many of the Seattle Pacific 

University LAs found benefits in being an LA tied to openness and autonomy in having 

the shared authority to shape the scientific dialogue and their respective courses 

(Robertson et al, 2014). Baylor University’s cohort did not mention autonomy or agency 

at any point when asked about the benefits of their experiences. This discrepancy may be 

due to the format in which data was gathered in these two scenarios, but an investigation 
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into a sense of agency and autonomy within LAs being utilized in different ways may 

reveal an untapped aspect of the LA model that could be maximized in the future.  

Given the groundwork that has been laid out before this study and the added 

information this study provides into the inner perceptions of the Learning Assistant 

Experience, there are numerous future implications of this work. First, how this research 

relates to real-world application. The observations and commentary mentioned in this 

study should not be seen as a testament to the inefficacy of the LA model but rather the 

natural obstacles that come with new programs and unique implementations of different 

iterations. The concerns and possible solutions in this project should be taken as 

encouraging steps to improve such programs both locally and afar as well as serve as 

points of considerations for future institutions that wish to implement LAs programs on 

their campuses.  

Secondly, there are various directions future researchers can take. Most 

generally, researchers can continue exploring the experiences and benefits of specifically 

LAs in various institutional environments. This would increase the breadth of knowledge 

surrounding the usage of LAs outside of teacher recruitment. Within this endeavor, 

looking into the various degrees of autonomy, structure, and compensation LAs are 

receiving to therefore discover if and how that relates to effectiveness and general 

satisfaction with this role would be of particular interest. Future research could also 

narrow down on a particular aspect of the Learning Assistant Experience mentioned 

here. For example, some faculty noted the mere usage of Learning Assistants instills an 

implicit motivation to create quality material consistently. Or, discerning what are the 

top characteristics needed to be a successful Learning Assistant and how those traits can 

be fostered. Other suggestions for future directions have been discussed throughout this 

chapter which revealed the myriad of information this blooming field in scientific 

education is yearning to learn more about.  
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This study explored the Learning Assistant role and how that experience shapes 

their time in the classroom and professional development. As a result, revealed new 

benefits not previously researched, emphasized the importance of Learning Assistants as 

people with their relationship to faculty and students in the class, and bolstered the 

current branch of science education research that specifically focuses on the 

undergraduates serving as academic support personnel in active-learning transformed 

classes. The investigation into the Learning Assistant experience through the eyes of LA-

supported faculty along with current and past Learning Assistants provided beneficial 

commentary on the limitations, triumphs, and areas of improvement that other 

institutions may experience as they embark on this journey to more critically engaged 

science classes. 
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